
Over 20 Years hands on clinical experience in the beauty industry have helped us in 
sourcing and developing a high-end quality range of IPL’s, and DIODE machines at a 
competitive price point that in turn deliver optimum results for your clients and  a rapid 
return on your investment. Soma Devices are intended for cosmetic purposes.

™

Glow and Go

CURRENTLY ONE OF THE MOST DYNAMIC  
SKIN TREATMENT ON THE MARKET



™

Some like it rough, others soft and gentle when it comes to their skin.  
Either way, your Clients will be addicted to the result from the  
SomaHydro and this is why Soma has created a 2 in 1 Device with both.  
The Hydro and Diamond Dermabrasion Hand Pieces. 

Hydro Dermabrasion and Diamond Dermabrasion both use special hand pieces to  
exfoliate the skin, areas closer to the eyes and mouth can now be abraded more  
accurately with Diamond and Hydro dermabrasion, as opposed to older Crystal  
treatments as it has no risk of any Crystals falling in the eyes. The hand pieces are  
attached to tubes which run into a bottle filled with skin serums or saline which help  
to break away the dead skin on the epidermis on the face, arms, hands, or whatever  
you wish to have exfoliated. The unique spiral design of the Hydro tip is what gives an  
exfoliating effect similar to the Diamond tip but gentler in the highest speed vacuum  
hydro flow. All the the actions are done in moisture. Hydro is an option for all skin types  
especially very good for the sensitive skin types that could not use the Diamond tip. 

The Hydro helps to decrease the risk of any infection and helps immensely with dry skin. The hydro wand can be operated 
repeatedly on the T-zone area without over exfoliating while the surrounding serum helps to soften the pores, which makes 
it even easier for that stubborn extraction! 

Whatever the choice, both procedures remove debris, scars, blemishes, wrinkles and uneven pigmentation of the skin. 
Moderate usage of Hydro and diamond dermabrasion accompanied with an amazing peel Lactic or Glycolic will leave your 
clients seriously addicted and always coming back for more…

A must have in your Clinic…

Our Demonstration  
suite is situated at  
952 Centre Rd, Oakleigh South

Equip your salon  

or clinic with
M: +614 0374 4648  
E: support@somalasers.com.au  
www.somalasers.com.au 

$10,000 worth of equipment from $59 per week1 | $20,000 worth of equipment from 
$114 per week2 | $35,000 worth of equipment from $192 per week3

*Subject to credit approval. +FlexiCommercial does not provide legal, tax or accounting advice. 
See your tax advisor for details. Minimum amount payable over 60 months at 1. $10,000 RRP 
is $15,360, 2. $20,000 RRP is $29,760 and 3. $35,000 RRP is $49,980. Flexirent Capital Pty 
Ltd ABN 93 064 046 046 is the Lessor and holds Australian Credit Licence Number 394735. 
FlexiCommercial® is brought to you by FlexiGroup®

Soma Training comes to your clinic with some of the best chosen trained staff to give you intensive hands on training.

We ensure you are completely satisfied and gain a full understanding of your machine and how to use it best for your salon.

* Soma Devices are intended for cosmetic purposes.

Specifications

Device Microdermabrasion machine

Vacuum Power 100Kpa Max

Technology in use Hydro & Diamond Dermabrasion

Max Output 250VA

Operation Control  Control Panel

Handpieces Hydradefotrmabrasion handle with 8 tips  
 Microdermabrasion handle with 9tips

Electrical 100-240VAC, 50Hz/60Hz

Packing Size 52*49*43 cm3

Weight 16 KG

I can total ly go  
for you right now


